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ABSTRACT
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found to be a significant predictor of the cumulative GPA in the
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this study; (2) The linear trend showed that 23 percent of the
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CHAPTER I
ZTRODUCTION

CONTEXT OF THE PROBLEM
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Success in college may depend largely upon the individual's
ability to read, and failure in college
may result largely from 'the
Individual's inability to read.
Historical evidence has proved that achievement
in reading is
crucial to scholastic performance.

Joseph Tremonti (4?) comments:

"Reading skills are the very heart of the junior
college program. Just as a cable is composed of
numerous wires which are interwoven, so, too
.
.
reading ability is composed of many skills which
are interwoven .
there are four growth areas
in reading skills - word identification, speed,
meaning or comprehension, and study skills.
Each area entails many skills and sub-skills."

Reading is a progressive skill.

A gross deficiency in reading

on the junior college level prompts one to generalize
about the chronic

effect upon a student's academic performance.
Many colleges provide remedial reading
as a part of their interim
studies.

Numerous studies indicate .that college students
can signifi-

cantly impro7e both their reading speed and
reading comprehension.
Nevertheless, the cv.estion is whether
a student who is deficient in
bast,: rem: Lhg skills can, at this period of
academic pursuit, make

rea41:14 pr,4ress sufficient to wistain collegiate
rcquirementu.
According to ilow%rd Evans (7), there are two optimistic
assump-

tions which underlie special reading programas

BEST COPY AVAIL
"The first assumption is that the special reading
instruction will sibmificantly improve the reading

LE.

abllity of a majority of the etudente onronodo

The second assumption is that the gains in learning
ability, including increa.ied learning rate, will bq
sustained following termination or the course, and,
presumably, positively affect academic performance,"
On the college level, where the larger portions of information
are attained through the individual's reading and where reading difficulty cannot be compensated by oral examinations, deficiencies

become more markedly noticeable and tend to ccnfirm a negative
self-image of failure.

Lai; Kuehl (28) concludes:

"The blunt truth is that many of the academically
ill at ease, college attending students read so
far behind their peers, and so much below expect3d
standards of comprehension and facility, that they
do need a modified form of remedial reading help.
Yet, if W4 say they do, they either avoid our labs
thus designated, or else they enter burdened
a sense of self-negAting shame."

Large numbers of college freshmen not

only

exhibit reading

difficulty but are understandably loath to read and, most particularly, to be placed In reading remediation.
:since interim reading programs are conducted on both a compul-

sory and voluntary basis, it is conceivable that some border-line
reading disability students would not be compelled to enroll while
some high reading ability students might voluntarily enroll.

Because

of these possibilities, the students included in this study will consLst of both those students who did receive interim instruction in
In: thono who did not.

Thin study does not direct itself

to :en,: the effectivehesa of the college reading programa, but rather
It-ielf to tho relationship between reading ability attained by

tree st.:ents through h4ih school years and their academic performance
IA e:ollege.

I
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STATE= OF THE PROBLVI
The purpose of this study was to determine the relationship

_.

between reading ability and academic performance of junior college
freshmen and to what degree a measure of reading ability could predict academic performance.

STATEMENT OF THE HYPOTHESIS

This study expected to show that there is a positive relationship
between reading ability and academic performance on the college level
and that a measure of reading ability coulu, predict academia
performance
on the college level.

NATIONALE FOR THE HYPOTHESIS

Although reading skill should be prerequisite to scholastic performance on any level, large numbers of students who have
serious reading

deficiencies somehow manage to graduate from high school and
enter college.
Joseph Tremonti's study in 1969 (47) reveals that 15 percent of our high

school graduates are seriously handicapped readers and that an even
larger percent have reading deficiencies.

Those statistics have sub-

,:e.,:ted the teaching of reading to savers criticism, but this
criticism

has done lIttle to reduce the numbers of handicapped readers
from becoming
hlgh school

raduates.

iiowe.ier. the conaeq..i,encos of reading deficlenciaa for a collect)

ati,len: present problena that t!ie st'..dent may not have faced on the

t.oliee w/o:.

apAcho (L.) states that "

.

.

antLc44te .meeting 50 to 6C, new worda per week,"

a college student can
and this challenge

re-

-,-"1"-P*4F`
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must be met primarily through skills acquired from the teaching of reading.

On

this

level where reading difficulty cannot be compensated by oral exam-

inations and where larger portions of

information

are attained through the

reading, the positive relationship between readir4 ability
and academic performance is a logical prediction.

Empirical Rationale
This inc.::easqi awareness of reading ability as it affects academ, c

performance in college has, according to Raker (10), produced some eight
hundred citations of published studies which involve college students in
some phase of reading in the past few years.

Barba (2) in his "Reading-Imprwement Services in Colleges and
Universities," reported that about 75 percent of the colleges surveyed
offered remedial help in reading and about half of those indicated that
their programs had developed after 1950.
Two studies reported to the 1965 National Reading Conference wore
concerned with surveys of reading programs.
naires" to

Aukerman (1) sent "opinion-

state college and uni/orsity presidents.

One hundred and

thIrty-olght of the presidents replied that they had reading programs.

however, the ;residents who gave positive replies also indicated a
need for sulestantive a,id definitive data with regard to effectiveness

of reading programs in promoting significant academic gains.
Th...xston (45) reported a questionnaire survey of college reading
pro.5rana La to,41slana ani Mississip,A.

Of the twenty-seven colleges

reaponiLn&, twelve reported naving programs; thirteen of fifteen which
report,y1

no ;,rogran Lailcated that they would like to have such.

L",,ACriq (Y)) n.-..%e:; appropriate retrospective observations to explain

trot past fo.,.r deoades of tr

teacning or reading and ..:eading zesearchs
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iany teachers and researchers were quite content
to report simple c6aparisons of pre- and post-training
scores as prodf Of instructional of
.
there has been little attempt to determine or promote
a practical transfer of training to the task at hand
.
.
.
even the possible contribution to academic
grades, perhaps one of the greatest justifications for
reading improvement, was usually ignored."

This increased awareness of reading ability as it affects
academic performance has grown from empirical evidence.

Therefore,

it would seem appropriate to assume that this study would support
the prediction of positive relationship between reading ability

and academic performance and would provide further empirical evidence that reading ability is most essential for success in college.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF THE VARIABLES
The 0

1

0

2

Type B

Continuous Variables in this ex post facto

study, delineated by Tuckman (49, p. 37, Op 124), were defined as
followss

Reading ability was measured by state-wide reading test scores.

Academic performance was measured by cumulative grade-point
averages.

OnRATIONAL aLSTATZSZIT OF THE NULL HYPOTHESIS
There will be no relationship between reading ability, as measured

by the aelding Index Score on the Florida Twelfth Grade Test, and academic
;erfornan,,e, as measured by the cumulative grade-point average in the
fres'nman year of college.

I": ZO::

TER:IS

Lie Tc3t

7he Florida Twel:Ln vrad© Test is a battery of five tests which

""'
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includes Aptitude, English, Social Studies, Natural Sciences, and

Mathematics and is administoxed to ail seniors in Florida high scbods
in October of each academic year.

F.ndinm TrAnx Score

The Reading Index Score is a composite score derived by summing
the Verbal Score on the Aptitude Test, one-half of the English Score,

and one-half of the Social Studies Score obtained from the Florida
Twelfth Grade Test.

(See Appendix C)

....41414a1=V2aa321aallatULUIEB112
Maximum
Score

Test

Book I

Scoring
Formula

Aptitude

Book II

Verbal

50

Number Right

Quantitative

50

Number Right

English

85

Number Right

Social Studies

65

Number Right

Natural Sciences

60

Number Right

Mathematics

60

Number Right

Reading Index

125

Composite

Academic Performance
All grades earned during the first and second term of the freshman
year by each student Included in this investigation will be coded oa a
fo'..r--?oLnt scale (4 r A, 3 m B, 2 im C, 1

A, 0 r, F)

.

For each course

the rmber of hours will be multiplied by the nuaeric owl() code.
w:..11

These

then be s6a:led and divided by the total:, number of course

nry.r4 ::on,cleted *zy each stLident to yiel4 a cumulative grwiewpoint
average

fwe tne freshman year.

.Freshmen
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The students used in this investigation included the total population of students who had taken the Florida
Twelfth Grade Test and who
had completed the first and soconii terns of the freshman
year with a
minimum of 12 hours lr course work during each of the
two terms at
Pensacola Junior College during the 1971-72
ak2ademic year.
Each of the students identified as freshmen and
included in this
Investigation, therefore, had a Florida Twelfth
Grade Test Score pub-

lished In the Fall 1970 Percentile Ranks Florida
State-Wide Twelfth

aalL:72.aiLIzsamt
of Florida.

an arnual listing sponsored by the University

Each of the students had graduated from
a Florida high

school in 1971 and had completed a minimum of 24
hours of course work
during the freshman year at Pensacola junior
College.

ASSUMPTIONS AND DELIMITATIONS
The Reading Index Score on the Florida
Twelfth Grade Test was
assumed to be a valid instrument for
determining the student's reading
ability.

This asumption was appropriate because the
Reading Index Score
determlnes the placement of students into
remedial reading courses.
(3enerally, Florida Junior Colleges require
or recommend that each

stdent who scores below the percentile rank
of 30 on the Reading
:ndex Zcore 'be placed in an int:rim reading
program.

Therefore, the

Lcore on the Florida Twelfth Grade Teat
iz considered
to ';:e

1 :r1;.,:rlon for a3sessIng the st..ideWs
rwicVng ability.
eraile-;,-3Lnt
7.,!1:;.re of

avamo w

az54ned to be a reliable

st:Adent's level of achievement during
the

y-ar of colle60.
,,wroprlabde beca..;a0 grades and 6rsde-point
+ t'

r

I

I'

's$
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academic performance that appear on official.transcripts.

FUrther,

scholastic honors and awards or academic probation and suspension are

based on the student's grade-point average.

Therefore, the cumulative

grade-point average is considered to be the criterion for measuring the
student's academic performance.

The students used in this study were assumed to represent the
population at Pensacola Junior College.

There is no known reason for

believing that this 1971-72 academic year and this junior college is

not typical of a much larger population of college
freshmen.

Strictly

considered, however, the conclusions can only be generalized to the
particular population studied.

SICNIFIC4NCE OF THE STUDY
This investigation will extend empirical research which concerns
the relationship between reading ability and academic
performance and
will provide data that may aid educators who are directly
or indirectly
involved with the teaching of reading.

Observations concerning this

relationship could encourage educators on the pre-college level to
renew their already conscientious efforts to improve the reading skills
of their students.

In the broadest possible terms, this study might

suggest the need for further research which would provide empirical
evidence that reading instruction on the junior college level is
successful in promoting significant academic gains.

Academic perfor-

mance relative to reading ability has not previously been
systematically studied at PeLsacola Junior College.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

AN OVERVIEW

The college student is approaching that stage of his
life where
he will soon have to deal with society directly
and prove his abilities

outside the limited ex.,!ronment of the classroom.

A number of studies have been reported which
have attempted to
analyze components of success or failure of students
entering college.
The past four decades have produced
some 220 or more articles, dissertations, and books dealing in some fashion with
junior-community college
reading skills.

This literature is unevenly diffused in twenty-three

different journals varying in scope
ana purpose from the junior College
journal, responsible for fifty-six articles,
to the American Journal of
Clinical Hypnosis, hosting one one article.

Ten different yearbooks and

conference proceedings, twenty-two dissertations,
sixteen Educational

Resources Information Center (ERIC) releases, nine monographs,
and

occasional papers round out the list of vehicles
according to Kerstiens (23).
The geographical origins of this potpourNi.of
literature reveal some
interesting extremes for its lack of pattern.

Twenty-nine states are

responsible for all the literature - California having produced 38
percent,

New York 6.5 percent, and Texas 6 percent with
the other 26 states trailing far behind.

Perhaps even more interesting lc the variety of
disci-

plines represented.

The sociologist, psychologist, .pychiatrist,
linguist,

blbliotherapist, counselor, optometrist, rhetorician,
instrIctional tech9
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1°
nJlogist, and mathemAgeniciat are
a few professionals who have Concerned,
themselves with the teachi3g of reading.

Such a harlequin of verbiage

does not make for consistency in findings,
content, or style (23).
hero, in chronological order froa the earliest
publication in
1929 tc the present, are annotations
of ten noteworthy contributions'

PreJably the first record of research
and development in junior
college reading/study skills was contributed
by Von Kleinsmid and
Touton (31), This comprehensive
monograph notes that the inferior
work of lower division students
is frequently due to inadequate reading
preparation and inadequate knowledge
of the "laws of learning." This
research questions whether anything
fundamental to the teaching of
college-level reading has emerged in the
field during the last forty
years.

Miklas (2'7) contributed perhaps the most
comprehensive and detailed
study in his survey of fifty-seven
colleges, twenty-eight of which were

junior colleges.

He reports that 75 percent of
junior colleges have

remedial reading programs, 81 percent of
the practitioners perceive that
other staff members are indifferent to the
program, and a high percentage
believe that heavy teaching loads,
inadequate tests, and administrative
indifference hamper their effectiveness.

The most incredible of the studies
surveyed was that of Mullins (29)
who suggested that professional disparagement
of the tachistoscope results
in the device's uninspired use.

Mullins explains a vertical periphery

teohniq...e of rea(ling three-line phrases
at .1 second exposure time.

He

clalms that pre- and post-testing
on the SRA Better Reading Book Two
prodced 17, :,rage increazes of from 252.9
WPM at 64.7 percent comprehension
to 1"),239.i.3 'WPM at 69.8 percent comprehension.

This would indicate that

thg rAaii.4rA In hIA Zlintor college
rearlIng course enjoyed an
efficiency
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index increase of from 174 WPM to 13,445 WPM or that readers became
77 times more efficient in one semester's treatment.
The most estimable study, presented by Newman (32), gives an

objective, frank, and graphic survey that assesses the severellandicaps of junior college students and offers a complete program descriptions

training in perceptual accuracy; multilevel materials for reading,

spelling, and vocabulary; motivational media; and selection of staff

who will "adjust their approaches until they find suitable ways to
serve the reading needs of their own particular students."
Holding that there is a danger of "overspecialization in a fragmenting of the student's performance, and that the reading specialist

is a case in point," Worthen (54) gives a most reproving summation.
He states that "when the matrix of learning is such that it can convince him (the English instructor) of the value of the machine and the
specialist, he will even go willingly to them for help."
Kaxmierski (21) reports an exemplary finding in college and adult
reading where five to eight percent of the student population is
enrolled in a "costly but profitable" nongraded course structure in
reading/study skills, complemented by a referral. laboratory.

This study

in the Lorain County Community College provides some objective measures
of the program's success, which is attributed to "the many beneficial
factors of 'separate' department status; combination of courses and
independent labs; an enormous supply of materials; cooperation from
the administration; an outstanding staff; and a community with foresight."

A most carefully controlled study, reported by Tascow (44) at the

:entral Gre6on Community College, gives a comparison of two fifty-hour
co'4rwls designed to increase vocabulary, reading comprehension, and
reaaing rate.

One course met five days a week for ten weeks; the other

LIA vulq
course net two days a week for twenty weeks.

AVAILABLE

Pre- and post-testing on

the Nelson-Denny Beading Test, Forms A and Bo indicated that the short term course was as effective as the long-term course, and a re-test ten
weeks after course termination indicated that the intensive training
availed slightly higher retention of skills.

Feuere (9) most sobering study at the University of California
analyzes reading skills and five other variables and indicates that
there is no significant relationship between subject GPA and comprehension or vocabulary measures, and, further, that IQ does not relate
to college CPA or subject CPA.

"it appears that high general reading

ability gives no assurance of academic success nor, conversely, does
low reading ability assure failure in some subject areas."
Bossone (4) reinvents the .heel in a most ineffectual reading
skills study at the City University of New York.

He claims a "L:lique

dimension" an assumes that an unrandomized poll of 496 student's feelings about their academic problems would correlate highly with the "performance level of reading/study skills."

This survey, replete with

sixteen pages of graphs, ignores extant research and supporting objective
measures.

At Moorpark College, Strumpf (42) gives a most refreshing look at
the teaching of college-level reading.

He defines reading as "having a

love affair with a book" and he evaluates the reading specialist's primary function as motivational as he describes "the most galastrophic reading program, MINE:"

Strumpf also advocates that the practioner should be

a male who has experienced some difficulty in his own schooling, and that
a readlnz laboratory should be replete with a "dreaming center."
these extreme inconsistencies in findings and attitudes relative
to ..;..,nior college-level reading logically suggest a close look at the

"system."

lj
Hign-OM MHZ is SYSTLI
Since reading skill or the lack of it affects learning in most
disciplines, critics from both inside and outside of the teaching of
reading arena are calling for a fundamental departure from the prevailing educational structure and are emphasizing the necessity of a larger
role for the Individual in the total educative process.
critics Include:

Some of these

Paul Goodman, John Holt, Don Butcofsky, Eileen

Sargent, and John Vaisey.

Despite the apparent success of many students in terms of grades,
promotion, and graduation, the critics maintain that the gross inadequacies of reading skills preclude any real achievement or success for
these stAidenw.

?aui Goodaan (11) suggests that:

"We are so mesmerized by the operation of a system with
the appropriate name, for instance 'Education,' that we
ass4me that it must be working somewhat, though admittedly not perfectly, when perhaps it has ceased to fulfill its function altogether and might even be preventing the function, for instance education."
John Holt (16) echoes this rationale with an even broader scopes
there is a more important sense in which almost all
children fails
except for a handful, they fail to develop
more than a tiny part of the tremendous capacity for
learning, understanding, and creating with which they were
born and of which they made full use during the first two
or three years of their lives."
.

.

Don B.4toofsky's "Any Learning Skills Taught in High School (5) 7"

states that among inferior study practices related to reading, 65 percent of the students in his Learning Skills Center at the University
of Delaware failed to read sources other than the textbook.

Fifty

percent failed to use the table of contents of a textbook as a frame
of reference.

Forty-two percent failed to use clues such as questions,

headings, and summaries to guide their reading.

e,

Twenty-eight percent

14
sufrered froa word-by-word reading.

BEV COY

MIME

Eileen Sargent (37) believes that beyond being taught the skill of
reading, "High school students .should know what is actually involved in
thq 1 t12eaa of r$,Llin,;

.

.

. hiGh t:huol students Should be orienwd to

a theoretical understanding of reading."
John Vaisay's ZA.4.:,:otion for Toxeocrow (50) shares the awareness of

inadequacies in the system and reflects
"An enormous amount of present-day learning in the
schools could on rational examination be found to
be quite purposeless, whilst a eubstantial amount
of what would be useful is not taught; and what is
tautIht, hqther purposeful or purposeless, in often
being taught extremely inefficiently."

Although the teaching of reading need not bear the full responsi-

bUlty of reform to ersiicate inaiaqlacies in the educative proces4#
tne teacnInz of this sequential skill is paramount.
says that "

.

.

Spache (40)

a college student can anticipate meeting 50 to 60

new words per week," and this challenge must be met primarily through
skills acquired from the teaching of reading.
The well -;crow English essayist and poet Joseph Addison points the
way:

"Reading is to the mini what exercise is to the body.
As by the one, health is preserved, strengthened, and
Invigorated; by the other, virtue (which is the health
of the mind) la kept alive, cherished, and confirmed."
Josepn Tremonti (1.7) would have shocked Seventeenth Century Addison

with the followIng recent study:
"1.

2.

any as 16 million Anericans are functional
They cannot read above the 4th
trade level.
A:.1

::::,ht mlillon a&11-,s over the age of 25 cannot

read the egivalent of a daily nowapaper.
},

Twenty-3even percent of army draftees fail the
7.entexaimLnations 'per:al:se they are dIsabled
readors.

4,
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ilfteen percunt of our high school graduates
are serious:4 handicappe6 readers."

Hopeflly, the teaching of reading will find compatibility with
Afitheny Trollop, the ZIghtuenth Century Ellglish novelist, who pro-

his your; friends:

al ,e

"With reference to this habit of reading, I make bold
to tell you that it is your pass to the greatest, the
purest, and the moat perfect pleasure that God has
prIvIred. for Hia creatures."

This "perfect pleaauro" and utilitarian tool, reading skill, has
been a topic of it

concern, and research which haw addressed

itaelf to improvement and has grown proportionately greater in each of
the paat auccessive four decades.

FOUR =ADES OF PLIFJOCH AT THS COL= AND

Laa

Ai4i

Beading, the basic tool of education and one of the most imper%ant
skilla in life, has been a topic of concern and research which has
Increased
with each decade since 1930 according to Fulkor (10).
From 1945 through 1952, Traxler and Townsend (46) noted that there
waa a larger number of studies of remedial and corrective reading at the
co:lege ant ad.:.6t level than at the high school level.

Summers (43)

reported that almost twice as many doctoral theses concerned college
reading between 1950 and 1960 than between 1930 and 1950.
by Charters (6), Triggs ('.3), Witty (53), and Zerga (56),

repot

:.4 tree rising stab4s and practices of remedial and corrective

rel-11n6 ;.,.rocra;7.a it. ,;1.,nlor collezes,

were published between 1940 and

irwl the late l'ioD'a to the eirly 1960'3 moderate to high
:e-dween read:ne, zohlevenent and colleze tiucce:in Lave been
revic-Ari

(i))

hilt (15, ja.c.kaon (18), and Saith 06).
4
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However, low or negative correlations between readlag
achievement and

16

college success have been reported by Mcqueen (26),
Murphy and Davis (30),
and Preston and Betel (34),

Sqv4ral invistigatisns

19:;i

wore related to the influence of

help given in college reading programs
upon grades or scholastic achieve..
:tent.

Gunderson (12) found that bona :As from reading
instruction or

galna in reading skill resulting from college
reading programs were most

pertinent to success in courses such
as religion, history, sociology,
Engliuh, and chemistry.

Wright (55), in his study involving three hun-

dred male freshmen, round that the reading
course required of the

selected college freshman did seem to help students
in verbal courses
and in their reading.
In 1962 Bloomer (3) found that an experimental
group made signifi-

cantly greater gains in reading speed and
comprehension than did a control group,

Bloomer concluded, however, that gains in
reading skill were

not related to academic achievement or to gains in
such.

Feinberg, Long,

and Rosenheck (8) found no "statistically significant
differences in
a:the: teat score gains or college grades" after freshmen
students at
the City College of New York had participated in a mandatory reading
skIlla co,.ase.

Hill (14) reported that comprehension, technical
and

gemeral vocabulary, and reading rate of Indiana
University freshmen
improved after participation in a compulsory
sixteen-session reading

A 3.,4b,:ect analysis of a reading prodram at New York
City Community

Solle.re in 19) was presentAi by Nelson ()i).

Ninety-six students were

I.Itt4 in flue class sections according to dqficiencies
in reading
(re....A.:',ve to

a Dia.g.ostil

me)st Imrovement was mhdq

Test Score)

in

.

vol4;pilary, lea ht

Nelson reported that

in

comprehension.

.

An tie
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three better seetiona in which speed reading was otrused, rate gains
ranged from 73 to 104 WPM.

The median reading grade level in the three

bttte: sections inoroi.ata frog eighth trade to el:Iventh grade.
iy -oiz-thx14 of ;;;;:u

t.414nt,4

Approx-

tit three bettor sectiona ho eived

a grade :sufficient to matriculate to the degree program," according
to

achievement at a tenth grade level on the Diagnoatic Reading Tests.

Of

the total 96 students in the prograi4, however, less than
half showed

reading gains, approximately one-fifth of the students showed no go.ino,

and approximately one-third of the students showed reading loss.
Lafitte (24) co.4ared results obtained with throe
different bias
of methods IA Winthrop Collage reading improvement
courses.

One of the

tree growzi of freshmen practiced skimming procedurea,
1.40 wa4 avert

peraept6a1 gaining, an
proced,.res.

the third group was g..ven L 4oabii.atio4 oZ both

Lafitte reported that all three gro..ps appeaaci.

to i4iiku

tcan4 LA reading speed, tut the comprehension gains
were not aigw.ificant.
for any of Wei three voups.

In 1964 Parker (a)) found change in grade-;o1At
averages to bo correlated negatively with rate changes and only slightly
positively with
con;ceenzLn charges in comp...lsory reading couraes.

However, correla-

tions lacked statistical aignificance.
/n 19$S9 the inconsistencies in findings continued
in studies by
ant Crqwel Karla:41:0n, and Stebens versua studied by
lolly aAd
Xec;.,

and WI.:aon.

h41::,:n Ind CrT4e (17, f,-,n1 trw. over three-rourtha
of studontz

In 4 UnlversIty of %:Aneaota readlne; proaar. road
exceedkyl

*r
tnr!

avlrazes and 4ad

-ec:nt Ale:144'3

tee, avrira::n for 41 mile

t'r4t nInn of tiir,

-Wr.o

fre:a1P:(41.

,groa;) ,;:ar1u-

Kaa.:atrol (23,

h4r1 partl:Ipite4 In an "IntP:..,:v.!

worka:-o" on r94:11ndst.'lf ak:lis 'r.Ad red tnetlr
gr;41,)-p0l.nt

in. s

wel

MAILABLE

sufficiently At :ho en i of tho seaester to nmain
in school.

AV

Stations (41)

reported that a chetk with achievement in
subject area4. indicated that
students were tiding the skills that had been
required in the reading

;:lra4.
Hogever, Kelly and :tech (22) found "no
indication" that a group or
Washington State University reading
prograi participants had made improve*
meats In readIng performance as reflected in their
grade-point averagetl.
Regensburg (36) found nu significant differences
between grade-point
aver4es of an experiments.: group of Rutgers freshmen
who had part:-

01;130d In a rea4Ing triprovoneat course and
control groups who

had (6.1..z.hez

'oeon denied adaission to the
course er wire had bow urged to partie-d.jate

a4 ha,1 chosen not to.

Wilson (52) also found no differences
in academic

a4nievement Of Unlveroity of Miss/saint
liboral arts studeatu who had
taken tro3 course in reaci.n

and a matched group of students who had
rot

taken tne coarse.

AA eval.tIon of the remedial
program of Niami-Dade Junior ColletA

:n

X.O, led Losak (25) to concludo that the
progra,was not effective in
massing grade-point averages to a "C" level
or La reducing student with :rasa:.

7ha reading program had not effected
reading test scores higher
for remedial program participants than
thoso of a randomly selected centre', gre4, and it did not reoult in a significantly
higher proportion
of ,ass''. 6 pi,-esra'. after one semester
of

LookIn

reme4lation

into the :..tore, S;Ache draws fron Alton
L. Rayoor's

Prosi-r

of the F,..:..re (3)," and states that
we nay sub:;tituto

Lht,Inalve, controlled stAy of the results
of instructional chanzes
.i,on the itenavlor of the ihlividual,

lar4e

st,lles.

rather than placing our faith in

PerhA;3, on a :;nall scale,

we may [3t1.-iy

'tenavior in re4otloh to the printed word
ard contrast tnia
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laid eefu4tkveneaa of oi,eraat reinforcement of such behavior.

AV
Pura'

tia;$ our teohholo;y will proaress to the point that we nay be able to

atimilato and ahalyze the way in which an individual learnt to docode
e.:;;41

fg:.1"4,

Ad

Al cove

:14,46 v0111,;t12 aro our cone eta o:

reading based on information theory, associative thinkin6, and read
abilltih"

On thu `bash of the evidence surveyed, it is reasonable to as su4e
ti itt reporta claiaing success or adaitting failure in the teaching of

readlnd on tho college level a,;,astain the noed for further investigation

conceming the relationship between reading ability and scholastic
clachleveaant.

III

CHAP=

Saji.GTS

The subjects for this Investigation consisted of Pensacola.
Junior
College stu4enta.

Every student who met the criteria for thisinvosti-

gation was selected.

TifIC PROCITURL

A to4a:e study group of 313 si4O,:ects waa selecteil from the total

student population of 4.101.

Sub,:ects for the study group were selected,

on the basis of the following criteria;
1.

Each of the students comploted a minimum
of 12 hours of course work during the Fall
Torm 1971.

2.

Eruh of the students subsequently completed

a mInL= of 12 hours of course work during
the Spring Term 1972.
3.

EAch of the students had a Reading Index

Score on the Floriia Twelfth Crade Teat
chic h wiz

in thq 1970 Percentilo

:04-4n Yloria

Twillfth (raie

an annual listing sponsored by the t;niversity of Florida.
.:.odds: of selection yielded a population with the followinc

ie4c:riptlie characteristics*

20
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1.

Each or the students included in this investigation took the Ylosida Twelfth GrAge Test
In October, 1970, an4 graduated from a
Ylorida high school in June, 1971.

2.

V,lch

t',13 st4Imta 1.41,11siod in this

investigation, having graduatoi from high
school in June, 1971, had had no previous
college work.

Each of the students included in this inves-

3.

tigation, hAving graduated from high school
in June, 1971, was approximately seventeen
to twenty years of age.
Tisls method of selection eliminated transfer students, sophomoze
4i,6%10414, assidalate degree completion program (ADCOP) students, and
t4,:ents

fare,

iaa returned to college after a lapse of tii4o.

4640 ?o?..latlos included in this investigation 14 4oaewhat

:ioalooneok.4 witn reference to chronological age and nuoLtir of years it.

school.

THE =4:PENDENT VARIABLE
Tno iwJaz...:e of reading abllity was the Reading Index Score (RI)

ierlved frow. the Florida Twelfth Grado Test (SR T).

The RI is a com-

posite score obtained by suaming the Verbal Score on the Aptitude
Test, one-half of the English Score, and one-half of the Social
:4:Les :;core.

The

is a percentlle rank based on the performance

c° i),.56 Florida h.lt;h school seniors who took the SRT in October,

VARIABLE
77.,tAro o:

perfomAnr:o was tho cunulatIvo grad,:-

polnt avera.0 (7;i3A, for tne fresh;7.4A year of college.

Based on a 4.0

24
scale, where 4 = A, 3 m B, 2 = Co 1 = D, and 0 = 1, the weighted average
of the Fall Term 1971 grade-point average and the Spring Term 1972 gradepoint average yielded the CCPA.1'2

STATISTICAL TREATMENT

The statistical procedures used in the treatment of data werei
1) linear regression analysis and 2) correlation analysis.
In this investigation the Step-Wise Multiple Regression Program
set forth by IBM Scientific Subroutine Package' was used to determine
the coefficient of linear correlation and the regression coefficients
derived from the CCPA and RI variables.

The t-test was used to deter-

mine the significance of the slope of the linear regiession line,
using the .05 level of significance.

A table of Critical Values of

the Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient (Tuckman, 1972,
p. 371) was used to test the significance of the correlation coefficient at the .05 level of significance.

1The raw P..hta of C'inulative Grade-Point Averages (CGPA)
and Reading Index
Scores (RI) for the total population of 313 students are reported in
Appendix A, pp. 36-40.
2,
,he to
raw data of the Mean Cumulative Grade-Point Averages (CGPA)
an: the Mean iteading Index Score: (RI) for the total population of 313
students are reported in Appendix 3, p. 42.

3The ma.jor portion of the statistical computations used in this
study
was performed by the IBM 360 computer at The University of West Florida.

CHAPTER

IV

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The basic element in the design of this
Investigation was the
relationship between the two variables
Reading Index Score (RI) on

the Florida Twelfth Grade Test (SRT) and
the cumulative grade point
average (CGPA) for each of the students included
in this investigation.
The Step-Wise Multiple Regression Program from
the IBM Scientific
Subroutine Package was used to determine the
statistical relationship

between the CGPA and RI of college freshmen and to provide
a regression analysis for purposes of determining the linear
equation to

pre -

diet CGPA from RI.

The analyses of the data are presented in
Tables 1, 2, and 3:

Table 1 reports the data for the regression
equation which was
used to determine the linear trend between
CGPA and RI.

The model

employed to represent this relationship
was the linear equation
= a + bX where Y was the CGPA (the criterion),
a was the intercept
(constant), b was the regression coeffic110,
and X was the RI (the
predictor).

TABLE 1
THE INTERCEPT, a, AND T}

SLOPE, b, FOR

Y = a + bX

Pi

a

313

1.35,62

.01358

The regression equation formulated was as followss
Y

1.35462 + 01358X

Tne major or primary hypothesis wass
hii?othtidi:i 1.

There will be no relationship between reading ability,

as measured by the RI on the SET, and academic performances,

as measured

by the CGPA in the freshman year of college.

To test and fully explore the first null hypothesis it was necessary
to generate and test additional hypotheses.

In order to test the signi-

ficance of the slope, the following hypothesis was generated
HYPothesis 2.

The two variables RI and CGPA are not linearly related.

This null hypothesis was rejected at the .05 level of confidence.

The

t-values derived exceeded the table values given for the .05 level of
confidence.

A comparison of computed t-values with critical values

(41, p. 370) showed that the linear regression was significant at the .05

level of confidence.

Therefore, there was evidence to support a strong

linear relationship between RI and CGPA.

Table 2 reports the data for the t-test which was used to determine
the significance of the slope of the linear regression line.

TABLE 2
COMPUTED t-VALUES FOR TESTING THE
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SLOPE OF
THE LINEAR REGRESSION LINE

Conlv4ted
N

ti

313

t-Values
9.729

Significant
at .05 Level
yes

In order to determine the direction of thu linear
relationship
between the Cat% and RI and to discern the strength
of this relationship, the following null hypothesis was generateds
lifirthe.31.11 3.

The equation of the line of be

raclict CGPA from a given RI.

fit will not

In other words, b, the slope of the

true regression line will Le zero.
at the .05 level of significance.

The null hypothesis was rejected

The values derived exceeded the

values reported (41, p. )71) for the .05 level of
confidence.

There-

fore, the equation of the line of best fit
will predict CGPA from a
given RI.

Table 3 reports the data for the coefficient
of linear correlation

between Ri and =IA which was designated by r and was
a unitless number
w:t:hin the :4hge of -

ue direction

r

1.

This measure of relationship yielo,e4

4)ositive or nazative) and an indication of
the strength

of the observed -...inear relation between
the CGPA and RI.

TABLE 3

COVFICIENT Oi LINEAR CORRELATION
BI:WEEN RI AN

r

313

483

COPA

Significant
at .05 Level
yes

lv

RESULTS

The findings indicate that the original hypothesis (hypothesis 1)
cAn 'La rojacted as it rdiatea to the variables (GZA and RI)

.

Two

statistical tests have shown that the relationship between X and Y is
too great to be attributable solely to chance.

There is a significant

relationship between CCPA and RI.

In the regression equation, a substitution of a particular student's RI score for X predicts the probable CGPA that a freshman will
earn.

The example which follows illustrates the use of the regression
model for predicting the CGPA.

If a student had an RI score of 71, his most likely CGPA would compute:
Y " 1.35462 + .01358(71) 00 2.32

N
The coefficient of determination (r2),
which is an indication of the

strength of the linear relationship between CCPA and RI, revealed the amount
of variance accounted for by the variables.

The percent of variance

accounted for was as followst
(0.483)2

a 20

The central question of this study wass

Will there be a relationship

between academic performance and reading ability and will reading ability,
deflned 1r this study as RI, predict academic performance,

CCPA earned during the freshman year of college?

as measured by

A study group of 313

s:deht su'')jects was selected for analysis.

The findings Indicated a positive and significant relationship
between the reading ability, as measured by RI, and academic performance,

an mcaaurtJd by CGPA the freshAan ye4r of college, for the subjects
under

consideration.

Using the regression model Y ft a + bX where Y was the

4...Y.WA (the criterion),
.1.)%

a was the intercept (constant), b was the recres-

;Lid X w-

tho RI (tLe pr#,!dictor), the RI w.t e. found to

be a altallficaint. predictor of the probable CGPA in
the freshman year of

colle6e.

Correlation analyses, employing the coefficient of determination,

revealed a linear trend which showed that 23 percent of the
variation in
%;(.;?ok could be accounted for by variation in RI.

Tho results of the

analyses and findings were significant at the .05 level
of confidence.

CHAPTER V
A:;D CONCILLIONS

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the relationship
between reading, ability and academic performance of junior college fresh-

men an3 to what degree a measure of reading ability could predict academic
performance.

If a positive and significant relationship could be deter-

then a measurement of reading ability might be 1.sed to predict a

probable cumula.:ve grade-point average at the end o: the freshman year
for a student
more 4:41,..

had not yet entered college.

These finkil.n6. .Aght be

interest to hidA scAool seniors, .freshme...

W141: p..:ants, and colleje ins;r6ctora, counselorb, 0.ad
is.a4tors.

Specifibally, the ;roblem ray be formulated as 4 search for a relalionahip bAtweei. a dependent variable Y and an independent variable X.

The

Y for this Investigation was the student's cumulative grade-

point average for the fresh an year in college and the independent variable
X was the student's Reading Index Score on the Florida Twelfth Grade Test.
A linear regression model was used to predict a student's cumulative
4ra:ie-point averaze at the ent of the freshman year in college as a func-

tIrin of his Reading Index Sore.

The objective was to ascertain the

-1;lig(!el of relationshlp between these variables since this might be useful

off Icors in identifying potentially successful or unsucceas-

tr

fAl st,.tentl.

The -kata used In this s:udy were selacted from the student body at
Pens4cola junior College..

.

Every student who had completed a minimum of 12

tunas of course work during the Fall Term 1971 and a minimum of 12 hours
of course work during the Spring Term 1972 and had a published Reading
Index score on the Florida Twelfth Grade Toat in the 1970 percentile Ranks
St:,t.J-W14,1 74;:lft.r.

TeJt4Flijil4 iee was aelected for this'

investigation.

Analysis of the data revealed .leaningful relationship between the
variables.

The Beading Index Score on the Florida Twelfth Grade Test was

found to be a significant predictor of the probable cumulative grade-point
average in the freshman year of college.

Correlation analyses, employing

the coefficient of determination, revealed a linear trend which showed that
23 percent of the variation in CGPA could be accounted for by variation in
RI at the institution surveyed.

Results of the analysis were significant

at .05 level of confidence.

The hypothesis was postulated that reading ability would have a sig-

nlicant relationship to academic performance and that a positive and significant correlation would be found between cumulative grade-point average
anl Reading Index Score.

The findings of this research support this

hypothesia.

This research and the findings suggest further research that is
needed in the area of reading ability and academic performance on the
.;,111or college level.

The available studies c- the effectiveness of remedial reading
co..r3e3 In two year colleges have reported results largely in terms of

gains as they relate to selected skills.

This evidence suggests

pIrt:-;41arized InstnictIon leads to Increased ability in certain
1%.t the evidence does not te:;t the further assumption that such

improvement

LN ioproved ay.:le:11c performance.

any junior

college reading programa asw.me that the utility of skills attained in a

4_

1
recta/14; coarLw t

transferred and applied to other courses.

However,

adequate empirical evidence that would indicate such transfer and application of skills is perhaps lacking at the institution included in this
sttiAy.

Although the specific objectives of remedial reading courses vary
widely, the fundamental purpose of these courses is ultimately to prepare

the underachieving student for participation in a regular course of study.
The measurement of the effectiveness of reading courses on the college
level sho6ld be the extent to which students demonstrate improved
for.

per -

in and matriculation from the college program.

The findIngs of this research have proved the positive and siGnif1::ant correlation between reading ability and academic performance of
the j:inior colieze freshmen used In this study and have, thus, provided

e.d1rical evidence thaf, reading ability is most essential :or success in
.;,.,rilor college.

In the broadest possible terms, this research has sug-

ge4ted the need for further research which might provide empirical
evidence that reading instruction on the junior college level is suece4afhil In promoting significant academic gains.
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APPENDIX A
DATA ON FULL-TIME FRr1SHMAN STUDU1TS WHO

TOOX 7HE FLORIDA TMETH GRADE TEST DI OCTOBER 1970
INTEam PENSACOLA JUNIOR COLLEGE IN FALL 1971
AND COMPLETED Ti E 1971-72 ACADEMIC YEAR
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APPaiDIX A
CLINULATIVE GRADE-POI T AVERAGES (CGPA) AND
Z

DZG

scans (RI)

FOR PESACOLA JUNIOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

1971-72
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Student
Number
1

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21.

22

23
24
23
26
27
2')
29
30
31

CCPA

RI

2.47
1.89
3.25
2.07
2.04
1.96
2.04
2.03
1.41
1.85
2.29
2.09
2.00
1.93
2.53
1.58
2.51
2.22
2.09
1.66
2.70
1.96
2.34
2,46
2.43
2.82
2.03
2.33
2.35
2.62
3.10

71

40
80
96
54
54
85
49
23
56
96
73
71
66
90
73

79
39

45
47
61
52
69

Student
Number

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

79
66

54
55
56

60
40
58
80
87
69

57
58
59
60
61
62

RI
......
2.00
90
2.50
64
2.37
84
CGPA

2.8o
1.66
2.39
3.20
2.30
2.53
3.97
3.47
2.46
2.51
2.96
2.48
2.70
3.36
2.12
2.93
1.93
2.12
1.48
2.35
2.00
3.62
2.17
1.89
2.81
2.71

2.24
1.82

94
4.5

83
76
83
61

94
97
77
54

85
93
88
99
64
56
79
56
07
97
66

95
85
49
98
94
42
63

-OM
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Student

6)

Student

85

67

2.53
2.03
2.00
2.96
2.24

63

2.1.0

54,

9
70
71
72
73

3,16
3.08
2,40
2.25
3.12
2.00
2.82
1.96
2.03
2.10
2.60
2.33
1.71
2.75
1.53
2.77
1.53
2.33
2.39
1.93
2.14
2.80
2,10

81
79
73
90
97
83
98
90

(.4

65
66

74
75
76
77
76
79
80
81

82
83
84

85
86
87
83
39
90
91
92
93

96
9:")

94
97
93
97
100
101
102

10)
104
105
106
107

1,44,

2.37
2,23
2.17
2.06
2.65
3.55

61
51
et..

89

0:
56
64

85
45
61

84
85
71
64
68

77
80
87
60
08
90

74

Number

CZA

108
109
110

3.06
2.22
1.45
3.25
2.40
3.31
2.50
1.42
2.33
2.25
1.37
2.43
2.29

iii

112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131

132.
133
134
135
136
117

)8

1.'.',6

61

2.76
1.87
2,06
2.11
2.03
2.80

139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146

86

147

56

148
149
150
151
152

3.04'

2.00

31
60

93
84

94
83

93
80
93
49

2.8L,

2.32

1.0

2,44
2.96
2.24
2.42
1.68
1.36
2.60
2.96
2.58
1.42
2.76
2.90
2,32
3.72
2.43
2.53
1,90
1.88
2.27
2.24
1.66
2.12
2.67
2.03
2,60
2.82
2.32
2.03
2.77

87
87
31

97
61

98
79
49
61

74
71
87
7.4

l

54

76
84
88
45
89
86
74
91
84
85
34
93
74
86
99
73
80
84
60
79
52
80
58

84
47
80
90
71

76
86
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For
Student

Student

Number

C:.?A

153

2.14
1.27
1.55
1.88
1.83
2.53
2.15
3.03
1.80
2.85
2.44
2.35
1.74
2.12
1.73
2.30
1.93
3.13
2.00
3.27
1.63
2.76

154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167

166
169
170
171

172
173
174
175
176
1 ??

173
179
130

1' .

132
133
134
ii:;5

186
1:57

i;':'s
17;9

1`)0

191

19?
193
194
195
196
197

2,31
1,79
1.68
2,23
1.76

1,36
2.28
2.40
2.57
2,24
2.50
2,39
2.20
1.55
2.94
2.73
2,2a
1.79
3.35
1.26
2.53
2.39
2.87

Number

CCPA

RI

76
49
93
56

198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

2.34
2.96
2.00
1,93
2.19
1.79
2.25
3.03
3.00
3.u8
1.91

83
54
73
68
71
80
86
97
97
89
29

52

2] 1

1.53

'd.79

96
98

1,5

212
213
214

83
77
79
74
40
77
44
89
81

60

89

95
92
93
81
87

98
74
54
81
52
91
88

86
69
63
39
52
56
1.9

76
74
69
71

93
71
52

74
9?

215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233

234
235
236
237
233
239
240
241
242

2.9e

6

1.55
1.70
2.35
2,00
2.15
2.00
1.94
1.75
2.35
3.86
2.07
1.92
2.60
1.84
2.70
1.89
1.88
1.57
2.11.

3.31
2.57
2.10
2.25
3.03
3.34
2.16
2.70
2.63
3.14
2.42

66
:la

93
81

45
21
60
69

74
81.

99
39

6)

56
47
68
47
45
39
87

98
91
51

93
95
96
39

79
49
74

76
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Student
N...71ber

cizA

RI

Student
Number

243
244

2.56

94
88

289
290

81
77
99

291

255
256

3.40
2.33
1.88
2.67
2.43
2.56
2.76
2.30
2.11
2.65
1.68
2.13
2.34

lei

1

256
259
260

3.60
2.60
1.76
2.03

2'.5

246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254

r,

261

262
263
264
265
266
267
268
270
271
2/2
2")
274
2/5
276
2??
273
27)

2.34
2.75
1.84
2.96

56

71
54

90
76
Pot

(4

95
80
85

61

89
56

76
60
54
58
69
63

1.:;9

52

2.13
2.11
2.17

40
79
87

92

2.09

61

2:;1

3.41

2 a2

2.4-'3

2'0

93
97

2.1.2,

7')

2

288

305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313

94

2.2

2:;7

30t

54
73
97
84

.82

2.33
2.10
2.59
1.64

301
302
313

9L

2.53
2.24
2.23
2.33
2.18
1.70
2.00
1.51

2.21

295
296
297
298
299
300

52
6)
80

2:s0

235

292
293
294

77
76
66

45

7

'4

CPA

VI

3.21
2.37
2.00

63
74

1.96
2.90
1.96
2.57
1,86
2.22
3.20
2.71
2.61
3.58
1.96
2.67
2.25
2.00
2.06
2.20
3.46
1.92
3.45
2.13
2.33
3.00

42
97

58

52

89
87
56
85
93

76
96
93
91
80

64
63
51

86
69

96
61

88
77

APPENDIX B
TABULATED HAW DATA OF

CUMULATIVE GRADEPOINT AVERAGES (CGPA) AND
BEADING INDEX SCORES (RI)
FOR

STUDi275 INCLUD ED IN THIS STUDY
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APPMDIX
CUMULATIVE GRADE-POINT AVERAGES (CGPA) AND

READING =DEX SCORES (RI)
TABULATED RAW DATA OF
THE STUDENT POPULATION INCLUDED IN THIS INVESTIGATION

N

313

Mean CGPA

Standard
Deviation

Mean RI

2.34024

0.52814

72.57826

Standard
Deviation

18.78525

APPENDIX

C

AN EXPLANATION OF HOW THE READ= INDEX

Is Dzaram FROM WC FLORIDA
TWELFTH GRADE TEST

A READING INDEX SCORE MR THE TWELFTH

um ioa :a FALL

GRA:w. ?Bo

197

Without any additional testing time or any modification in the
administrative details for giving the test, it will be possible
beginning with the Fall 1967 Program to provide an index of reading ability as a supplementary score from the basic battery.

This score will be reported in percentile ranks obtained in
the same way as the ranks are for the five tests (aptitude, English,
social studies, natural sciences, and mathematics) in the basic
battery.

Th© total score used as one measure for qualifying for admission
to a state university in Florida will be obtained from the five basic
tests as in the past.

In other words, the supplemental test will make

no change in the total score.

Indirectly it will be involved in the

total score because it is derived solely from the tests in the basic
battery.

The reading index ill be obtained from a composite of the verbal
portion of the aptitude test, the English test, and the social studies
test.

To this compos4te score, the verbal part of the aptitude test

will contribute about 40, the English test about 35%, and the social
studies test about 25%.

Some validity studies involving several junior

colleges in Florida Indicate that there would be a high correlation
between the reading index obtained in the fashion indicated and regular
tests of reading*

45
This supplementary score being provided in the
Val of 196? will
be useful in identifying students who may need
additional testing fat:

diagnosis of reading difficulties.
ritm;41

:core zay

ratio It posa1b1U

Thus, reference to the new suppleto ruducu the amount of testing

beyond the Twelfth Grade battery to
a small segment of incoming
freshmen, whereas previously the entire
group was tested for possible
weakness that will now be covered by the
supplemental score.

Board of University Examiners
Gainesville, Florida
April 196?
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